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Leadership Application Project (EDC 585)
Service learning is "an education experience that provides students with the
opportunity to participate in community-based activities and integrated classroom
experiences" (F.ey, 1999, p.337). Service learning is an approach that can be used to teach
social skills in the "real world setting" to students with Emotional and Behavioral Disabilities
(EBD) (Seitsinger, 2005). This research examines the question, "how effective is the use of
service learning in teaching social skills to students with EBD?" I piloted service learning
projects in two of my social skills classes for students with EBD in a suburban middle
school. Following the projects, I conducted in-depth interviews with four of the students
who participated in the service learning project. Themes that emerged from the interviews
were: (1) beliefs about social skills, (2) developing teamwork, (3) perceptions of service
learning, (4) helping the community, and (5) remembering the service learning project. The
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Negative depictions of today's youth are widespread in the media today. The
depictions are even more negative of those students who have emotional and behavioral
disabilities (EBD). The community tends to see teen secondary students with special needs
as difficult to incorporate into a general classroom setting. These negative perceptions come
from ideas that developed over the years by administrators, teachers, and parents (Brennan &
Brennan, 1999). If the majority does not believe students with special needs can be
successfully incorporated into general classes, how can we expect these students to function
in the larger community?
Due to public opinion about students with special needs, there is increasing pressure
on special education teachers, especially those teaching students with EBD, to teach students
the necessary social skills to function in the classroom and in the wider community. Even
more importantly, without adequate social skills, students cannot be successful in their own
lives (Bremer & Smith,2004). In fact, strong social skills are related to positive peer
relationships, success in school, and success in adult roles (Bremer & Smith,2004). The
tlpes of social skills taught by special education teachers include classroom etiquette, peer
interaction, self-advocacy, self-esteem, corrmunity involvement, community interaction, and
many others. Social skills are corlmonly taught in a segregated classroom setting away from
the very people and larger corrmunity where the students are supposed to be applying these
skills. The efficacy of teaching social skills in isolation from the community environment is
being increasingly scrutinized. An alternative method to teaching social skills in isolation is
teaching these skills through service learning. Service learning has been found to be an
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effective method of teaching social skills and helping students realize their role in the
community (Scott, 2006).
Service learning has been defined as "an educational experience that provides
students with the opportunity to participate in community-based activities and integrated
classroom learning experiences" (Frey, 1999; p.337). Service learning is an approach that
can be used to teach social skills in a "real world setting," as well as a method for
implementing standards-based instructional practices (Seitsinger, 2005). In addition, the
service learning approach connects actions in the corrmunity to a reflection process in which
students learn from their own experiences (Jennings, 2001). Service learning is not to be
confused with traditional community service projects that are conrmonly implemented in
schools. Service learning differs from community service in that students not only
participate in a community service activity, the students also spend time reflecting on their
participation and receive guidance throughout the project by a teacher (Frey, 1999). This
approach has been recommended as a positive approach to learning for several different
student groups, including students with leaming disabilities, students with
emotional/behavioral disabilities, at-risk students, and students in the general education
setting (Kluth, 2000).
Examples of service learning projects vary in intensity, length, type, and level of
student participation. One example is the 1999 Community Problem Solving team from
Hildebrandy Intermediate School in Texas, in which students helped combat boredom in
local children's hospitals by creating "Boredom Busting Kits." The students assembled and
delivered the kits, translated some of the materials into a different language, researched what
materials would be helpful, and raised money to fund the kits. Through this project and a
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teacher-directed reflection process, the students gained academic skills, confidence,
leadership, and became active members in their community (Bohnenberger & Terry,2002).
The best service leaming projects, as seen in this example, have teachers directing student
learning by identifytng or having the students identify a community need and work towards
addressing that need.
Many teachers have had success using a service learning
benefits both to the students and to the community served (Jennings,2001). Several
have found service-based learning is an effective means to learning social skills and
becoming personally aware (Scott and Jackson, 2005). In addition, benefits attributed to
service learning include gains in knowledge of content areas, increased sense of competence,
more positive attitudes towards the community, and a greater sense of responsibility
(Hamilton & Frenzel, 1987). There is little research that does not support the effectiveness
of service learning. ln fact, service learning is often cited as part of broader school reforms
that call for changes in the structure of schools to support increased community engagement
(Task Force, 1989).
The body of research on service learning seems very promising. Yet, as with many
educational trends, the effects of service leaming on students with emotional and behavioral
disorders may differ from the effects on students in the general education population. How
will students with EBD view service learning? How will service learning affect students
both in and outside of the classroom? Most importantly, how effective is the use of service
learning in teaching social skills to students with EBD? This research examines these
questions from the perspective of four middle school students with EBD who participated in
a service learning project as part of their social skills curriculum.
-}
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
There are many reasons why service learning should be examined in relation to the
method's impacts on students with EBD. First, students with EBD can be a challenging
population with which to work. Therefore, finding more effective means to teach these
students should be a priority for any teacher. Secondly, service learning may provide a direct
link between recent school guidelines requiring more community involvement and the
classroom (Task Force, 1989). There is also a growing demand on all teachers, including
teachers of students with EBD, to increase test scores and make a larger, measurable impact
on their students. ln addition, there is a demand by the larger community for schools to
produce productive citizens. Due to these factors, any method that shows promise to
increase practical skills that are beneficial to students outside of the classroom should be
examined (Seitsinger, 2005). As the service learning approach continues to gain in
popularity, so does the body of research around this method. The literature review will f,rrst
discuss several case studies of service learning to offer a perspective on how service learning
projects are designed and implemented- Afterwards, there will be a review of the effects of
service learning on leadership, general social skills, cofitmunity needs, student motivation,
and academic skills.
EBD and Social Skills
Social skills are defined as "effective social problem-solving requiring reading one's
own and other's feelings, and being able to accurately label and express those feelings"
(Bremer & Smith,2004, p. l). Many students with EBD have deficits in social skills
(Bremer & Smith,2004). ln fact, Grescham, Sugai, and Horner (2001) cite that a deficit in
social skills is a key criterion for determining many special education categories, including
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EBD. According to Bremer and Smith (2004), it is necessary to teach social skills to students
with EBD, so that the students can increase positive peer relationships, be successful in
school, be successful in a work environment, and be a successful community member.
Teaching social skills is a proactive approach to help students with EBD succeed in school
and later in a work setting (Grescham, Sugai, & Horner,2001). Hair, Jager, and Garrett
(2002) found that adolescents who exhibit strong social skills are more likely to be accepted
by peers, develop friendships, maintain stronger relationships with parents and peers, be
thought of as effective problem solvers, have greater interest in school, and do better
academically.
Current social skills instruction for students with EBD often focuses on students
practicing their skills in the context of a cooperative learning setting. Teachers explicitly
instruct a specific social skill, and then the students practice it within a monitored, positive
classroom environment. Teachers may also implement role playing exercises where students
take on roles in a situation where students may have a social skill deficit (Bremer & Smith,
2004).
Service Learning
Service learning is "an educational experience that provides students with the
opporfunity to participate in community-based activities and integrated classroom learning
experiences" (Frey, 1999; p.337). The phrase "service learning" is being used more
frequently both in the classroom and in research in lieu of terms such as '*community
service." The difference befween service learning and these other terms is that whereas
community service only denotes a volunteer aspect, service learning implies a whole
curriculum designed around preparing for a cornmunity service project, implementing the
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project, reflecting on and monitoring the project, and celebrating success with the project
(Frey, 1999).
The Cooperation for National and Community Service outlined a brief history of
service learning in the U.S. Their timeline begins with the founding of the Cooperative
Education Movement in 1903. In 1966, the term "service learning" was first coined to
describe a project with Oak Ridge Associated Universities in Tennessee that linked students
and faculty with tributary area development organizations. After that point, the term service
learning became increasingly popular, especially in reference to community service for one's
country or corununity. In the late 1970s, service learning was becoming a popular approach
in universities across the U.S. (Cooperation for National and Community Service, 2003).
In 1 981 the National Center for Service-Learning for Early Adolescents was
established. It was in the 1980s that service learning became an increasingly popular
approach in secondary schools. In 1990 the National and Community Service Act of 1990
was enacted, authorizing grants for schools to support service learning, os well as grants for
national service programs. In 1992 Maryland became the first state to require mandatory
service for all graduating high school students (Cooperation for National and Community
Service, 2003). As the 1990s progressed, service learning became increasingly prevalent in
secondary classrooms (Frey, 1999).
Although the historyof service learning illustrate how and when the term became
known, for the purposes of this project, "service learning" will refer to only to endeavors
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that meet four basic, teacher-guided components: planning the project, implementing the
project, reflection and modification of the project, and celebration. These components are
key differences between abasic cofilmunity service project and service learning (Scott 2006).
Case Studies of Service Learning
Although it is beneficial to look at individual skills related to service learning, service
learning itself is a way to teach these skills holistically. lnstead of breaking skills into parts
and teaching them individually, service learning requires students to implement multiple
skills at once, based on the needs of the project. The teaching process is based more on
learning by doing rather than teaching and then doing, making service learning a very
different approach than traditional learning methods. Therefore, case studies about service
leaming can enlighten our understanding of how the process works and what some teachers
have found to result from service learning.
The first case study focuses on a service learning project implemented by u teacher
and a group of students with EBD. The students formed a recycling service learning project
in which the students developed a recycling system for the school, collected recycling, and
used the profits from recycling in positive ways. The teacher taught the skills needed to run
the program as needs arose, while the students planned the acfual program. For example, the
students realized they needed a schedule for picking up the recycling, so the teacher taught
them to use a computer program to organize a pick up schedule and assign students to the
schedule (Bremen & Brennen, 1999).
As the project became successful, the students started to earn money and expanded
their project to include other ways to raise money. The students started a button business to
sell buttons, key chains and mirrors to the larger student body. The students had to increase
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the organization of their business, exercise creative power over their stock, advertise to the
student body and sell the iterns. Students designed individual buttons for single events, thus
increasing button sales. All of the new skills needed to expand their business were
subsequently taught or learned naturallyby the students. At this time, the role of the students
in the school and larger corrmunity became more apparent, as these students were very
visible members of the community. After the button business became successful, students
made their recycling business more profitable. Later, they also took on a copying service for
the school (Brennen & Brennen, 1999).
Forthis program, the method of teaching the students was different than the general
curriculum, but the service leaming curriculum in this case study was shown to have a
positive effect on the behavior and social skills of the students. The students in this program
had to.follow school and classroom guidelines to participate in the program. The teacher
found the program served as an excellent incentive and consequence for the students. The
assistant principal even began using removal from project participation as a consequence of
misbehavior, thereby eliminating the need for many detentions or in school suspensions. In
fact, the number of discipline referrals for students in this program decreased by 70 percent
over one year compared to the same students in the prior year. The teacher found that in
addition to having an impact on student conduct, the project gave students confidence and
skills, particularlyjob skills that are directly applicable to the real world (Brennen &
Brennen, 1999).
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The service learning program remarkably changed the role of the students in the
school and in the community. The students directed mainstream students for the recycling
pick up and successfully interacted with student and community customers. The students
also created a float to advertise their services for the homecoming parade, an activity in
which special education students often do not normally participate. The students were seen
not as "problem" members of the school community, but as positive leaders (Brennan &
Brennan, 1999).
A second, less dramatic, case study of service learning comes from a middle school in
Utah. This project was initiated by administrators at the school to increase student reading
scores by putting reading into action through a service learning project. Through a grant, the
students were able to go to a retirement home and read to the elderly. The students also
visited elementary and pre-schools in the district to read to younger students. After each
service learning experience, the students engaged in a period of written reflection. The
project was successful in that it increased the reading scores of the students, but even more
importantly, the students gained life experiences that they would not have experienced in the
classroom. For example, some of the students who worked with the elderly engaged in
conversations with the older adults and learned valuable lessons about the history of their
country and community. The administrators also reported improved behavior from the
students and an increased sense of community belonging (Smith, 1999).
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Implementation
There is a growing body of research regarding the implementation of service learning
in the classroom. Although some research is not focused on the proper implementation of
service learning, but rather on the impact of service learning on students, it is important to
have a brief understanding of how service learning should be implemented and how
differences in implementation may affect student outcomes. If service learning is not
properly implemented, the impact on the students may be altered.
In research by Scales (1999), he found that the positive effects of service learning
were the same for all tlpes of prograrns, but by following some basic guidelines, teachers
could maximize the benefits of service learning. Scales identified student choice about the
type of service provided as a vital component in successful service learning. Student choice
can be accomplished by having students identify and research community needs or by
allowing students to select from several choices of service projects. Scales found that the
effects of service learning were greatest among students who spent longer periods of time on
the project (31 hours or more), engaged in extensive reflection, and felt the project related to
them or had interest in the project. He also found that teacher commitment, experience, and
preparation were a vital element to a successful service learning program. Other studies have
also found that teachers with more knowledge about service learning, as well as general
classroom techniques, are more likely to implement service learning correctly and use
research-based service learning strategies (Seitsinger & Felner, 2000).
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Effects of Service Learning on the Student
Leadership
Students who are labeled as emotional and behavioral disorder (EBD) are sometimes
recognized as problem members of the school and the larger community. These students
corlmonly have increased behavioral referrals, problems at school, low grades, and other
difficulties. In addition, EBD students are sometimes involved in the legal system. Service
learning can be a way for students with EBD to switch roles from children who cause
behavioral disruptions to children who are leaders (Jennings, 2001).
Jennings (2001) had his students in special education work with a group of younger
elementary students to help the younger children learn how to read. Jennings found that the
service learning "situation met the needs of both the younger students and the older students
with special needs in an atmosphere of mentoring, collegiality, and service" (Jennings,2001,
p.275). The older students even took on a leadership role of mentoring the younger students.
Brennan and Brennan (1999) also found that students with disabilities who began a service
leaming project moved from negative positions in the school to positions of leadership. The
students became positive examples within the student body and the community, built
programs, and demonstrated leadership throughout the school, Smith (1999) similarly found
that students exhibited leadership qualities as they began to mentor elementary students to
whom they read. The students in Smith's study went beyond basic mentoring roles and




Since the main objective of a social skills class is to teach students to acquire more
socially-acceptable behaviors, it is important to evaluate the effectiveness of service learning
in teaching social skills. Bohnenberger and Terry (2002) found that students participating in
a service learning experience demonstrated increased empathy and perseverance. Scales
(1999), in his large scale study of middle school students participating in service learning,
found that those who participated had better decision making skills. As students with EBD
are identified as having poor decision making skills, service learning should then,
theoretically, be beneficial for these students. Many other studies also found students
improved on a range of social skills after participating in service learning programs (Bremer
& Smith,2004; Frey, 1999; Jennings, 2001; Scott, 2006, Scales, 1999; & Seitsinger, 2005).
ln an Australian Salvation Army program in which students and adults worked
together on a recreational service learning project, the researcher analyzed the effectiveness
of the program and its impact on the social skills of the students (McClimont,2000). The
researchers found that the students gained skills in taking responsibility and making
decisions. The students were able to learn valuable life skills that are related to being
successful outside of school. Although this study was conducted in an Australia community
center, not a school environment, the findings are still applicable.
Finally, improved social skills were apparent in both of the case studies discussed in
the previous section. tn the Smith (1999) study, the students learned how to interact with
people who were not in their peer groups, a skill many rniddle school students lack. The
success of the Brennan & Brennan (1999) case study's student-led business was due in part
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to development of social skills necessary to interact with customers properly, form business
partnerships, and work together as a team.
Meeting Comm unity Needs
Students who engage in service learning help to meet the needs of their corlmunities,
whether it is their school community or the larger outside community. The community itself
can benefit from having students become involved. As Jennings (2001) noted, "the abilityof
young adolescents to fill roles that benefit others is frequently unrecognized" (p.275).
Service learning has been an integral part of the writing curriculum at Michigan State
University, where teachers have combined a course on writing with a service learning project
in conjunction with non-profit groups that focus on citizenship. Cooper (1997) reported that
students increased their understanding and empathy towards various groups in the
community through this project, and that student writing quality increased. The professors
reported that students gained a better understanding of their community, and thus hoped that
these students would in turn be able to put their knowledge into action (Cooper, 1997).
Although this study reported on a group of college age students at a university whose age,
maturity, motivation, and context are vastly different from that of middle school students
with EBD, it is plausible that similar benefits may be seen with different populations of
students.
The positive effects of community service in college students can also be seen in
secondary students. After a school project in Georgia in which a group of students helped
restore two of the oldest buildings in the city, the students reflected on their actions. When
the teacher asked the students what they had learned from their work, one of the 6th graders
replied, "that you have to care enough to do something" (Bohnenberger & Terry,2002,p7).
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ln an analysis of over 1,000 6th through 8tn graders who were involved in service learning,
Scales (1999) found that those in service learning over the long-term "maintained their
concern for other's social welfare" (p. 40). On the other hand, Scales found that matched
students who did not participate in serice learning actually had a decrease in their concern
for others. Scales' research is important because it is one of the few long-term, large-scale
analyses of the student age group with which this research is involved.
Motivation
Students who are motivated achieve more and generally enjoy class more. Many
would say that students with EBD are not motivated in their classes. One qualitative study
examined the effect of service learning on the classroom environment of a high school media
technology classroom and concluded that service learning increased the participation and
motivation of students in the classroom, especially those students who were not normally
engaged in the classroom (Jensen & Burr, 2006). Middle school students especially need to
be learning something they feel is relevant to their own lives and something that they are
interested in learning (Bohnenberger & Terry,2002).
Inboth of the case studies discussed, Smith (1999) and Brennan & Brennan (1999),
motivation played a key role in making the programs successful. The key reason that the
students begatr the reading service learning project described in Smith (1999) was because
the administrators felt there was low motivation on the part of the students to read more and
thereby increase their reading skills. When the purpose of reading moved from the
individual to others in a service project, the motivation for reading changed ffid, therefore,
reading itself increased (Smith, 1999). ln the Brennan & Brennan (1999) case study, the
increased motivation of the students allowed the project to continue expanding and caused
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the students to continue working on a project that was indefinite in nature (Brennen &
Breruren, 1999).
Learning of Academic Skills
Although students involved service learning are learning about community service,
they may also gain academic skills that can apply to their school or work place.
Bohnenberger and Terry (2002) found in their research on a community service project in a
middle school in Georgia that students gained skills in public speaking, writing, and
marketing - all of which are directly applicable to the classroom or work place. Similarly, in
the qualitative study examining service learning in an industrial technology class, students
who participated in service learning actually learned more of the content of the class than
those who did not participate (Jensen & Burr, 2006). Increased academic skills may be
attributed to increased motivation and interest in school or academic subjects; if students are
motivated to learn, they will learn more (Jensen & Burr, 2006).
Although Scales (1999) did not directly analyze whether middle school students
participating in service learning improved their academic skills, he did find that students in
service learning had a better commitment to their class work than did their peers who were
not participating. Similarly, he also found that the participating students were more
committed to pursing good grades. While Scales found that in general middle school
students in the study became less committed to their schoolwork as the year progressed,
those students engaged in service learning lost less of their commitment or even increased
their commitment to their studies. Commitment to completing work and improving grades
are both skills that EBD teachers try to instill in their students. All students with EBD have
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had their disability affect their class work, as otherwise they could not have been identified as
EBD (there needs to be an effect on school performance to qualify students as EBD).
Summary
Studies have shown that service learning can be an effective tool for reaching
students in various ways. Service learning has been shown to have a positive effect on
leadership, overall social skills, motivation, helping the community, and academic skills. As
teachers of students with EBD continue to struggle to find curriculum that is relevant and
effective for their population of students, service learning could be a key to unlocking these
challenging students. However, as with many educational ideas, students with EBD may
react differently to service learning than mainstream students. Are the researched-based
benefits of service learning apparent in students with EBD? Can service learning be an
effective means to reach these students? If service learning teach these students the skills




This sfudy uses a qualitative action research method that "uses narrative, descriptive
approaches to data collections to understand the way things are and what it means from the
perspective of the research participants" (Mills, 2007, p.4). Data were gathered using in-
depth interviews with student participants to understand their perspectives and form the basis
for analysis (Bogdan, 1992; Mills, 2008). This method allowed me to explore further how
students view service learning and examine the reasons behind their views. In addition, this
methodology allowed me to gain the perspectives of the participants directly. There is little
in the body of service learning research that examines students' direct reflections about what
is happening in their own classrooms.
The students participating in this research were selected based on two factors: (l)
they were enrolled in a social skills class in the suburban middle school where I teach
students with EBD and (2) their social skills class was participating in some tlpe of service
leaming. The interviews consisted of students discussing their perspectives about social
skills in general, general classroom social skills, and service learning in social ski11s.
Participants were between the ages of 12-14 and were in 6'h, 7th, or 8th grade. All of
the participants were indentified as students with an Emotional and Behavioral Disability
(EBD) or Other Health Impairment (OHI) that caused them to be enrolled in a social skills
class. All of the students were enrolled in the program for the entire 2007-2008 school year.
While all students received special education services in the same room, some students were
Federal setting I students (spending less than 20 percent of their day in special education
classes) and some were Federal setting II students (spending between 21 and 60 percent of
their day in the special education setting). All of the students were receiving a special
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education social skills class as part of their special education individualized education
program (IEP), meaning the students all had identified social skills needs and were working
on a goal in relation to social skills.
In the 2007-08 school yeffi, there were 988 students attending this particular school,
which is located in a suburb of the Twin Cities. Of those 988 students, 109 identified as
African American, 67 as Hispanic, 100 as Asian/Pacific Islander, 15 as Native American, and
the rest as Caucasian (MN Edu, 2007). The school serves students from a large range of
family income levels.
Within this school there were two programs for students with EBD, a setting VII
program and a setting III program for students who spend over 60 percent of their day in a
special education setting. All of the participants in this studywere members of the setting
UII program. This program consisted of 36 students who.are labeled EBD. Of these
students, there were three female and the rest were male. Of the 36 students, six students
identified as African American and two as Hispanic. Within the prograrn, there were two
fulltime teachers and fwo paraprofessional staff. The program was responsible for teaching
social skills, providing academic support, implementing behavioral management strategies,
and other tasks related to the needs of the students.
The Service Learning Project
During the study period, the school where this study takes place had no established
social skills curriculum. The curriculum used for social skills in the four years after the
program started was a mixfure of a few curriculum books and of lessons found on the
internet. In the year prior to this study, the curriculum was based on a few units that were
designed throughout the year and covered basic social skills like teamwork, making friends,
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and listening to directions. These skills were taught through in-class activities, written work,
and role playing. The established teaching method in this program was to teach a skill, and
then have students practice the skill through teacher-led activities similar to the method
identified by Bremer and Smith (2004).
For this study, the service learning curriculum was based on program guidelines
developed by Scott (2006), in which a step by step procedure is presented on how to
implement service learning in the classroom. The steps include: identify curriculum goals,
identify community needs, determine the level of student involvement, involve the
administrators, incorporate youth voice into the project, design the project with all
participants, set aside time for the project, prepare the students, teach the necessary skills,
implement the project, monitor sfudent involvement, and reflection.
During the scho.ol year, two of the classes, one class with nine students and one class
with five students, were chosen to participate in a pilot project of service learning within the
special education department. The building administrator selected these two classes
randomly. Both of these classes was allowed to choose its own series of service learning
projects, implement the projects, and then reflect upon their work. Before the project started,
my co-teacher and I identified the curriculum goals for the project, which were to increase
teamwork in the classroom, increase the leadership roles of our students, ffid provide a
genuine experience of community social skills. After that, we developed a list of needs in the
school, the local community, and the national and international community. This list was
used to support the students in choosing a project. The students researched the list of
teacher-identified needs, as well as a list of community needs that the students compiled
themselves. The students then worked to design the project and implement it in the school.
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One class chose to start a coffee delivery service for the teachers during homeroom,
with the profits from the delivery service going towards a yearbook scholarship program for
the school. Three times a week the students took orders from the school staff and delivered
doughnuts, hot chocolate, tea, and coffee to the school staff. The students then billed the
staff for the service and collected the money. Afterwards, they developed a scholarship
application for students receiving free or reduced lunch to apply for a yearbook scholarship.
Although the students wanted to be active in selecting the scholarship candidates, students
wer€ unable to review the applications because of confidentiality issues. The other class
selected a series of large events to raise money for Toys for Tots. The first event students
organized was a chili feed for school staff. This project included meal planning, grocery
shopping, preparing and serving a meal, as well as recruiting staff to attend the meal. After
the success of the chili feed, the students organized a school-wide homeroom contest in
which they offered prizes to the homeroom that brought in the most money or toys for Toys
for Tots. Afterwards, they collected all of their earnings and presented their donation to Toys
for Tots on a local news broadcast.
Both of the service learning classes were taught a series of lessons that intertwined
with the project. For example, the chili feed group participated in lessons on food
preparation and food safety presented by the family and consumer science teacher. These
students also had to engage in individual daily reflection. At the beginning of each class
period, students wrote a one-page, formal journal entry about the project and then at the end
of each class period, participated in an informal reflection where all students came together
to review their progress for the day.
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The students who participated in the service learning curriculum were also involved
in the general social skills curriculum typically taught in this program. Typically, the general
social skills curriculum is teacher-led, while the service learning curriculum was student led
with teachers and staff advising. The general curriculum consisted of in-class activities, such
as worksheets, team building exercises, a bullying curriculum, and other social skills
programming. In the general curriculum, students are required to make a daily journal entry,
a requirement also used in the service learning curriculum.
Recruitment of the Participants
To determine participants for this study, I reviewed the sosial skills classes and
selected only the sections in which a service learning approach was being added. This
selection nalrowed the number of eligible participants from 36 in the social skills program to
l4 total students in two sections. I explained my research to each of these classes, detailing
what participation entailed and distributed forms to be filled out for participation. Of the t+
students, five students returned their forms, but one of these students was later transferred to
a juvenile detention facility and could not be interviewed for this study.
The interviews took place in a "break-out" room at the middle school during my
preparation period and lunch time. The room is designed to be a quiet place where teachers
can take small groups of students to work or to talk with students one-on-one with limited
distractions. The students had used the room many times previous to the study and were
comfortable with the setting. I attempted to ease their comfort level further by offering them
the large, leather "comfy chairs" located in the room. I started each interview by allowing
the students to test the audio recorder, so the students would know how the recorder worked
and so I could minimize distractions during the interview process. At the beginning of the
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interviews, I reviewed with the students the purpose of the research project. I also clarified
that during this interview I was "acting as a researcher, not as your teacher," and reassured
them that I wanted honest responses to the questions. I also told the students that they did
not have to continue the interview or answer any questions that they did not feel comfortable
discussing.
In an in-depth interview process, each participant was asked a series of questions
related to the general social skills curriculum and the service learning curriculum. The
interview process allowed the students to discuss their thoughts and ideas about social skills
and service [earning. The initial interview questions asked how long the students had been in
a social skills class and why they believed they were enrolled in a social skills course. After
these initial questions, the questions turned to the general social skills curriculum and what
students had learned or gained from the traditional curriculum. These questions were
followed by similar questions about the service learning curriculum. At the end of the
interviews, the students were asked about their preferences regarding the two approaches.
During the interview, the term "service learning" was not directly used. Instead I referred to
the service learning projects by name to increase understanding. ln each interview, the order
of the questions was altered slightly, as I would ask the students questions based on their
responses. For example, two of the students brought up the service learning component
before I had asked them about it, so I asked them questions related to service learning as the
students brought up the projects in the conversation. At the end of the interview, each
student had a chance to talk about anything they wanted in relation to social skills.
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The Participants
All participants' names have been changed and other possible identifying
information, including the name of the school they were attending, has been removed. All the
participants have a documented need for social skills instruction identified in their special
education evaluation or reevaluation, resulting in placement in a social skills class.
Charlie
Charlie was a 7th grade student in his first year of special education services. Charlie
was a great basketball player, as well as a creative student who loved to paint and draw and
who had many friends. He was identified as EBD at the end of the previous school year. At
the time of the interview, he was in setting II and was receiving services in reading and had
an academic support hour. He was also in the foster care system, as his parents lost custody
due to d*g use that was occurring in their home. He had been in the foster care system for
the entire school yetr, but was hoping to be reunited with his family soon. Charlie had been
very resilient through the whole ordeal and had actually been able to support his sibling, who
had difficulty coping with their situation. ln school, Charlie had difficulties with physical
aggression towards students and emotional bullying. In the interview, Charlie identified the
reason he was in a social skills class as "my (his) behavior," particularly towards other
students, ffid that he was selfish and got into fights all the time.
Tyler
Tyler was an 8th grade student who had been receiving special education services for
several years. Tyler was very intelligent and, in fact, qualified for the gifted and talented
program, but refused to enter the program. He was verywitty and a great juggler and
excellent puzzle solver. He came to the school after being expelled from several other
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schools. He had been at this particular school for almost a year and had been receiving social
skills and academic support since arriving in the district. Tyler was a very intelligent student
and was a part of the gifted and talented program at the school. His test scores in his classes
were generally As, but his homework was generally missing or incomplete, leading to a
struggle for passing grades. His older sibling was in a juvenile detention center. For the past
few years, he had been living with his single mother and her younger child, his half-brother.
Tyler had had several physical altercations with other students, but his main difficulties
included following teacher directions, disrupting classes, and causing small mischief in the
classroom, such as hiding teacher materials or switching student notebooks. Tyler said that
he was in social skills, because he "(doesn't) get along with other people like groups and
stuff like can't work together."
Billy
Billy was a 7'h grade student who had just begun receiving special education services
for EBD during the current school year. Billy was an excellent hockey player and an
excellent drawer. He had made great improvements in his grades in the current year and took
pride in his work. Often, he could sympathize and help other students though their problems.
He was in a social skills course and received academic support in setting I. Billy lived with
his single father. Although Billy struggled to get passing grades in school, Billy and his
father's main focus was on basketball. Billy was a gifted artist as well, but did not always
like others to know about his artwork. He had a large group of friends, but they constantly
fought with each other and with other students. Billy struggled with following adult
direction, constantly arguing with adults and occasionally acting out his anger on property or
on other students. During the interviews, Billy stated he was in social skills, "because he (I)
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got in trouble behaving in classes." He said, '0. .. I always got in trouble for talking out of
turn and calling kids names."
Mike
Mike was a 6'h grade student who had been receiving special education services for
his attention deficit/hlperactivity disorder (ADHD) arrd other medical problems under the
label of Other Health Disabilities (OHD). Mike had a wonderful imagination, a great grasp
on Klingon, and was working on learning French and Japanese. He was very interested in
anime and science fiction, especially Star Wars. In addition, Mike was very caring about his
group of friends andprotective of the staff he knew. At the time, he received social skills,
academic support, ffid a resource English class, placing him in setting II for special education
services. Mike had additional medical problems, which caused him to miss a lot of class
time. Compounding his frequent absences was the fact that Mike was very withdrawn from
school and constantly used his medical problems to avoid being in class and to wander the
hall on the way to the nurse's office. As with most ADHD students, Mike had difficulties
focusing on his school work and staying organrzed, as well as struggled with impulsive
behavior. He also had a tendency to avoid his peers and seek out school staff to socialize.
Mike lived with his mother, her boyfriend, and the boyfriend's children and saw his father
infrequently. His mother was in constant comection with the school and was very involved
in Mike's education. He entered the program under the recommendation of his 5th grade
teacher, as most of his difficulties were with behavior. Mike felt he was in social skills to
"get caught up on work." He did not remember how long he had been in social skills, but
knew that he had been in it for this year.
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Analysis of Data
After recording the interviews using audio recordings, I transcribed the information
into field notes and coded the data to look for themes. Using grounded theory, a process by
which theory is generated based on dat4 I was able to interpret "relevant predictions,
explanations, interpretations and applications" from the data (Glasser & Strauss, 1967, p.1).
Grounded theory is different from hlpothesis testing in which the data is used to prove an
existing hypothesis; instead, it is trying to find what theories account for the existing data.
First, you code and develop your themes and from these themes theory is generated. This
type of research examines what the research situation is and then attempts to find theories
that may explain that siruation (Dick, 2006).
To start the grounded theory analysis, I used the transcripts from the interviews and
coded the key points that were discussed. After this process, some follow-up interviews were
conducted to clarifykeypoints. Following the coding of the data, I grouped the coded data
into similar concepts. These concepts were analyzed to see which of the concepts could form
a larger category, which then shaped the basis for the themes. Applyrng grounded theory
process, I found themes from the data that were the basis for theories about service learning
research (Dick, 2006; Glasser & Strauss, 1967).
The themes that emerged from the interviews were as follows: (l) beliefs about social
skills, (2) developing teamwork, (3) perceptions of service learning, (4) helping the
conununity, and (5) remembering the service learning project. Through examining and
coding the data, these themes became readily apparent, as they were present in almost every
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interview. These themes were used to develop a theory that service learning teaches students




Service learning is a strategy that teachers use to teach a curriculum in a real world
setting. The main goal of this method is that students can apply what they learned to their
real lives beyond school. In many schools students with emotional and behavioral disorders
(EBD) are taught social skills in a separate classroom away from other students. The skills
taught in this tlpe of environment may be difficult for the students to apply in a non-school
setting. Service learning is a strategy that teaches students how to apply skills directly in a
way that is both beneficial to the sfudents and the community.
There is a growing body of research that looks at the possibilities of service learning
and how the method can be effective for students in both general and special education
classrooms. As an EBD classroom teacher, I implemented a service learning component in
some of my social skills classes as a pilot project in the 2A07-2008 school year. For this
research, four students with EBD enrolled in these classes were interviewed about their
perspectives and experiences with service learning and with general social skills classes.
The themes that emerged from the interviews were as follows: (1) beliefs about social
skills, (2) developing teamwork, (3) perceptions of service learning, (4) helping the
community, and (5) remembering the service learning project. Each theme is vital to
understanding how students view service leaming and what teachers can expect to teach their
students through this approach.
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"Learn, like about getting along with others:" Beliefs about social skills
All of the students in this study were required by the special education team to enroll
in a social skills class, but I was curious if the students knew why they were in a social skills
class or what they were supposed to learn from such a class. When asked why they were
enrolled in a social skills class, Charlie replied "fighting with other students." Tyler believed
that he had social skills class because of "(difficulties) getting along with others," and Billy
responded, "because I get in trouble in my classes." Mike was the only one interviewed who
was unable to come up with a reason why he was in a social skills class.
Additionally, the students were asked to identify what they thought they were
supposed to learn in a social skills class. Charlie thought that he should learn about "getting
along with others," while Tyler said, "(We learn) how to get along with other people, work
with a group, and control anger." On the other hand, Mike did not have any clear idea of
what he was supposed to learn in social skills. When asked what we should learn, Mike
replied, "Music, so people know how to play guitars." When probed about his response in
follow-up interviews, Mike clarified, "\Me needed to have music in social skills 'cause I had
to drop out of music to be in here."
The student responses show they believe they are in social skills due to their
behavior, specifically negative behavior in their classes. Some of the students have a grasp
of the goals of a social skills class, whereas others have difficulty identifying what a social
skills class addresses. However, none of the students mentioned their disability as a reason
for enrollment in a social skills class, nor implied that they had a formal disability.
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"You had to work with other people and get along with people that you aren't used to
and don't like:" Developing teamwork
Teamwork is a difficult skill for students with EBD. Many times these students are
placed into an EBD program in part because they are not able to work with a team. Some
students with EBD may have social phobias or apprehensions about working with a team,
while other students may become aggressive or combative in group situations (Grescham,
Sugai, & Horner,2001). At the sarne time, teamwork is a lifelong skill that students need to
learn to succeed in school and in the real world (Brerner & Smith, 2004). Thus, EBD
teachers have to teach students teamwork, but must face the difficulties in doing so with a
group of students who all have similar difficulties with the concept.
The students brought up issues of teamwork in their interviews. According to Mike,
when the students were doing the service learning project, *'they (didn't) argu* about it." He
also shared that students "behaved better during the projects (than in the normal classroom)."
Billy was particularly articulate about what the project taught him about service learning:
I think it (the service learning project) made me more like talking to certain
people and I talked to more people like getting use to people and your
surroundings,... It brought us more together... like we should like ourselves
and get along more as a team because you cannot do it on your own.
Tyler and Charlie also felt they learned teamwork from the projects. Charlie clearly
identified the concept of teamwork when he responded to questions about what he learned
from the projects, saying, "Teamwork, when you work as a team, you can get done faster,
otherwise you won't get done," As Charlie generally didn't articulate positives, this was
quite a remarkable statement for him. When asked in his interview what he learned in the
service learning project, Tyler articulated that he "learned about teamwork," but when asked
about what he learned in the general education curriculum, he responded, "I didn't learn
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anything." When probed about this, Tyler replied, "I know what I should do, I just don't do
it." Mike stated that he felt that "the teachers listened to you more" during the service
learning project. After further probes, Mike clarified that he meant that "teachers took his
ideas more and let him be in charge."
In the interviews the students were asked how the service learning project affected the
learning environment. Billy shared, "I think it made us more friends and getting to know
each other better. And teamwork instead of singling people out." On a sirnilar note, Mike
said that during the service projects, "People get to make stuff and don't argue about it. Half
the kids didn't argue when we did the cooking. They had better behavior (during the service
project)." Additionally, Tyler said that the service project had him "get along with other
people in the class and (people) in other classes (that) he (didn't) usually have to get along
with." He proclaimed that he "chooses to get along better with people because (I) wanted to
be involved."
The fact that a service learning project facilitated teamwork in the class was a strong
theme in this study. The students in these classes had difficulties with teamwork, which was
one of the reasons they were in these classes, yet all of the participants identified that the
service learning projects taught them teamwork. They also all mentioned that during the
service learning projects the students, as a class, got along better and bonded from the
experience. Before starting the service leaming project, Billy refused to work with many
members of the classroom on tlpical social skills activities, but once we started the chili feed
project, he and his classmates worked together for a common goal. The interviews show
that students directly identified teamwork itself, as well as traits of teamwork, like getting
along better with others and not fighting, as skills learned from the project.
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"It was fun... (we) need to do another one:" Perceptions of service learning
To truly understand how the students felt about the service learning curriculum, it is
helpful to examine student thoughts on service learning and on the general social skills
curriculum. The students struggled with the general education curriculum, so service
learning was an opportunity for them to participate in curriculum outside of the EBD
classroom.
The general curriculum in social skills carne up numerous times in each interview.
Charlie said, "Sometimes it's (regular social skills class) fun, but sometimes it's boring. I
don't always get it. I hate to journal and write." Tyler reported, "(\Me do) work. Anything.
I don't reallypay attention." Billy and Tyler strongly felt that theyknew most of the general
social skills curriculum. When asked about what they should learn in asocial skills class,
Billy replied:
I think we should learn more about teamwork. . . like the judging thing. I
think we know right from wrong. We are good enough now where we all
know that it is wrong to beat up people and do drugs. I don't think we
need that anymore.
When examining the service leaming curriculum, one theme that emerged was that
the project was fun, memorable, and helpful to the students in terms of their learning.
Students had many comments about the project. Mike stated, "Cooking is fun. I don't know
what else to say." Similarly, Charlie said, "I thought they were really fun because we all got
to work together. We got to go on a fieldtrip to Rainbow to get food." At the end of the
interview when asked whether he'd choose service learning or the general curriculum, Billy
directly stated, "(I'd choose) service learning because (*e) have fun doing it." Similarly
Billy also pointed out some reasons why it was enjoyable, saying, "I thought it was really fun
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that we go out and buy stuff even though I didn't get to go" (the student couldn't participate
in the newscast because of his behavior). Tyler conculred with the others, stating, "It was
fun. It was cool 'cause you got to do stuff you wouldn't normally get to do," and he
continued, "It makes you wannado more stuff because there is fun sfuff involved."
When given a choice between the general education curriculum and service learning,
all students decided they would rather do the service learning curriculum. At another point in
the interview when discussing Tyler's behavior during the general curriculum, Tyler said,
"(My behavior was a) choice." When probed further, he responded, "I want to behave during
the Toys for Tots because it was fun and I didn't want to miss out." I asked him if he chose
to misbehave during the general curriculum, and he responded, "I know how to behave, I just
don't always do it." Tyler was articulating that he felt he was in control of this behavior, but
usually did not control it, because he did not care. While doing the service learning project,
Tyler did not want to miss out on the project, so he chose to behave,
Importantly, Billy mentioned specifically that he believed the mainstream students
"feel left out'cause they cannot do them (the projects). We get to do all this fun stuff... and
they are stuck in class." Generally, many of our students feel isolated and "stuck" being in
an EBD classroom. For example, when Tyler shared why he was in social skills, he said, "I
am forced to be in social skills and (our) classroom against my will." Interestingly, when he
talked about his service learning project, he said that "students outside of the classroom were
jealous of what our class was doing." While many of the students felt they were forced to be
in social skills class, it is interesting that during the service learning project, the sfudents felt
it was the mainstream students who were forced to stay in their classes, while the students
with EBD were participating in something enjoyable.
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The positive attitude towards service learning continued as students thought about the
next year. They all wanted to continue their service leaming projects or similar projects.
Next yetr, Charlie wanted to "play basketball and have the dog," and added enthusiastically,
"I want to do more of the chili feed. Could we do something like that (the chili feed), but
better?" Billy even had ideas for projects that the class could do for next year and had
reasoning behind those projects. He said, "'We should do adopt a highway because there is
trash all over and we could pick it up."
For these students, the general education curriculum repeated things the students felt
they didn't need to know and were not useful to them. At the same time, the service leaming
project was something the students found fun, memorable, and helpful in terms of their
learning. The students definitely preferred service learning to the traditional curriculum.
o'... there are kids that don't have any toys and you have to help them:" Helping the
community
All of the projects done by the classes benehted members of the community outside
of the classroom. Although the students mentioned that they had fun doing the projects, a
theme did emerge that the students learned about helping the community. When Charlie was
asked what he learned from his service learning project with Toys for Tots, he responded,
"Just that there are kids that don't have any toys and you have to help them." Mike shared
that the main purpose of the service projects was'oto help children... when you have things
you don't want, you should give it to children in need." Interestingly, as this student was part
of the foster care system, manywould feel that he himself would be one of the children who
don't have toys, but he saw the need outside of himself. None of the students mentioned that
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they wanted to keep the money or the toys they raised for the project. I asked them directly if
they wanted to keep the money or the toys, and three replied "no," while one student said,
"Yeah, just one toy, but I couldn't because I didn't need it."
Billy indicated he learned more about the community from the service learning
project. He stated, "There is more than what's inside your classroom... there's teachers,
there's students, there's respecting the laws..." Mike also inferred some long-term learning
about serving others from the projects, as he discussed how the purpose was to learn to help
children, stating that the purpose of the projects was "so I can learn things when I grow-up."
The students who participated in the Toys for Tots fundraiser presented their donation
on a live local area news broadcast. Although some of the students mentioned the broadcast
as fun and exciting, no one focused on this event as the sole purpose of the project.
Interestingly, some of them didn't even mention that they were recognized on TV.
Many of the students were anxious to do something more forthe corrunr.rnity or had
ideas forprojects to do next year. During the interview, Billy said he would like to "adopt a
highway because there is garbage all over and they could clean it up." The others all wanted
to continue their projects. Mike said he thought the class should "raise even more money for
Toys for Tots," and Charlie thought they should do "something bigger, better, and make even
more money."
Helping the community is a theme that emerged in both the initial interviews and in
follow-up interviews. The students knew the reasons why they were doing the projects and
knew about some of the needs in the community. They were also able to identify more
cofirmunity needs as they thought about future projects and improvements on the current
projects. It was clear that through service learning students were able to see needs beyond
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their own. The students did get sorne attention and praise for being part of the project, but
the positive attention was not the focus of their thoughts.
ttBecause we had funr w€ remember it more:" Remembering service learning
Another theme that emerged is that the service learning project was more memorable
to the students than the traditional curriculum. It is important to note that the service learning
projects for three of the four participants were done in the fall and winter of the school year,
while the interviews were done in the spring. Many months had passed since the students
had completed the service learning projects. At the same time, most of the students were
completing the traditional curriculum in their social skills classes when the interviews took
place.
Most of the students could remember something about the general curriculum, but
many aspects of what they remembered from social skills class were fun, special reward
activities that were not a part of the general education curriculum. For example, if the
program would earn fifteen "we are proud of you" statements on the board by Friday, the
classroom dog, Mulligan, would come for the day to play with the students. All of the
sfudents mentioned "Mulligan" or "the dog" when asked what they liked about the general
curriculum, but the dog was not really part of the social skills curriculum. The students also
mentioned "games" and "teaching their own lessons" as part of the general curriculum, but
both of those activities are rewards for their behavior in mainstream classes, not a part of the
social skills curriculum.
Many students had difficulty identifying what they learned in the general curriculum,
and some even had difficulty identifying anything that they had done in the general
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curriculum. When asked about what they learned in the general curriculum, student
responses included:
"I don't know. .. I forget."
"We learn about teamwork, I guess, ffid anger."
"I don't really know"
Mike was not clear as to what the general curriculum was. He did not identify any of the
topics that were covered in social skills. When asked about what he had learned about in
social skills, he gave answers such as "animation," "work," "media tech," and "cookirg."
lnterestingly, of all these answers, only "cooking", which is part of the service learning
project, was accurately remembered as a class activity. Billy was the only student who could
remembermultiple things about the general curriculum, but most of the things he
remembered were done in the past few weeks. In fact, most of what he remembered was
from the last social skills unit, student-led lessons, in which students taught the class a skill.
Most of the students directly stated that they remembered the service leaming
curriculum better than the general curriculum. For example, Charlie said, "Because we have
fun, you remember it more. I rernember everything about the chili feed." Mike and Charlie
both brought up the service projects without direct questioning. All of the students
remembered details about the projects with no difficulty, even though most of the projects
had been done months prior to the interview. ln a follow-up interview, Charlie told me the
specific procedure the class used to put together the fundraising elements, even recalling
which student was doing which task in the procedure. This arnount of detail is quite
remarkable, considering that the project happened several months ago and Charlie was
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unable to recall details of things he had done in class the past week. When asked about the
general curriculum, Charlie answered, "ummm... I don't know. I didn't pay attention."
Not onlydid the students recall the service project and what they did, all of them
could also identify lessons they had learned from the project. All students quickly identified
that they learned teamwork and were able to come up with reasons why they learned that
skill. ln the interviews the students could quickly recall the projects and what they learned,
while there was considerable wait time in their responses about the general education
curriculum.
The theme that emerged about remembering the project is that students did not
remember the general curriculum, but did remember the service learning project. The
students were not able to remember much about the traditional curriculum, even though they
were experiencing the general curriculum in their class at the time of the interview. The
students could remember the service learning project in detail, although for most of the
students, the project happened several months prior to the interviews.
Summary
Service learning is where students learn from doing a project that benefits the
community. This research focused using service learning with students with emotional and
behavioral disorders. The students were able to express their perspectives about service
learning, which gives insight into the use of service learning with students with emotional
and behavioral disorders and possibly students in general. This project explored five themes
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which were: (1) beliefs about social skills, (2) developing teamwork, (3) perceptions of
service learning, (4) helping the community, and (5) remembering the service learning
project. Each theme is vital to understanding how a student views the service learning
approach and what teachers can expect to teach their students through this approach.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations
This research demonstrates that service learning has a long-term, positive impact on
students with emotional and behavioral disorders in such a way that the participants identify
service learning as essential to their social skills curriculum. The participants in this research
were middle school students with emotional and behavioral disorders who offered insight
into the impact of service learning on their school experiences. These participants
generously gave their time and were well-mannered, cooperative, and honest in their
interviews.
Overall, the students' responses indicated that service learning was an effective
approach to teaching social skills. Not only did all of the students prefer service learning
over the general social skills curriculum, they also felt they learned more from service
learning than from the general curriculum. Although most students knew why they were in
a social skills class, the students did not feel that the traditional social skills class was
teaching them what they needed to know. The students felt strongly that service learning
pushed them to practice appropriate social skills. lnterestingly, some students even
expressed that they knew how to act in school but chose not to.
Although all of these students have difficultyworking with a team, during the service
learning project, they worked well with groups and were able to see the advantages of
teamwork. All students found that they themselves and the other students were better team
players during the service learning project. This finding is consistent with what I as the
classroom teacher felt dwing service learning. Most of the participants directly stated that
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the project improved the classroom environment, as they felt better about their classmates
and they felt more like leaders during the project.
The participants would chose service learning over the traditional curriculum for
social skills, because they found service leaming fun, they worked better as a class, and the
projects gave them something meaningful to do. It is important here to note that the classes
were given a choice as to what service leaming project they would pursue, so the element of
choice and ownership in the project may be important factors in the students' preference.
Although the traditional curriculum does include several hands-on activities, service learning
was rrn entirely hands-on project, in which the students could travel to places and participate
in activities that were normally not available. The hands-on and novel nature of service
learning may also have contributed to the students preferring service learning over the
traditional curriculum.
In addition, the students felt they learned about community service and helping others
through service learning. lnterestingly, the families of the participants were all low income,
and several receive assistance from the charities for which the students were raising money.
However, none of the students mentioned wanting to keep the money or the toys. Although
all the students in their interviews mentioned helping others during the project, only two of
the participants mentioned some of the external rewards they received, like presenting on a
newscast. The interviews showed that the students were focused more on what they were
doing, rather than what they were gaining.
On top of that, the students could retain the social skills lessons for months after the
project ended. As the goal of teaching is that students retain information, this frnding is vital.
The students had difficulty expressing what they learned in the traditional curriculum, even
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though the topics covered were more concretely taught and practiced. However, the students
were able to list the social skills they learned in the service learning project, although the
skills were more implicitly taught. If the goal of teaching is for sfudents to learn and retain
knowledge over a long period of time, service learning accomplished this goal for these
students.
Overall, service learning seemed to have a positive impact on students with whom it
is often difficult to make an impact. Although previous research supports this finding, most
of the research does not include the perspective of middle school students with EBD, but
rather uses other populations of students. The positive impact of service learning can
definitely be inferred from this study, 8s all the students preferred service learning over the
general education curriculum, felt they learned more, retained their knowledge better, and
were even thinking about additional projects for the future. The students were enthused
about service learning and were unsure about the traditional social skills curriculum, The
participants did not identify a single negative aspect of the service learning project during
their interviews.
For one participant, Tyler, service learning gave him the opportunity to make better
choices. Tyler bluntly stated in his interview that his misbehavior was a "choice." He also
stated, "I want to behave during the Toys for Tots because it was fun and I didn't want to
rniss out." Although Tyler was unable to express positives about the general education
curriculum, he articulated positives about his learning and participation in service learning.
For a student who repeatedly made poor decisions in and outside the classroom, service
learning enabled him to make better choices, at least during the service learning aspect of the
class. It brought out positives in the student that are usually difficult to see.
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Another student, Mike, was unable to successfully answer any questions about the
general curriculum. [n fact, he was not sure what social skills were, why he was in social
skills, and what we had covered in the classroom about social skills. His answers to these
questions were scattered and did not make a lot of sense. However, he was able to talk about
the service learning project with ease, accuracy, ffid enthusiasm. ln fact, the only thing that
Mike talked about with more enthusiasm than service learning was having the dog in the
classroom, which was a reward system designed for that student. Unlike the general
curriculum, Mike could easily identify what the project was and, even more importantly,
what he learned from the projects. Mike clearly identified that he learned about helping
children in need and that helping others was something he wanted to continue to do, He also
felt that service learning improved the classroom environment and taught him the value of
teamwork.
Limitations to this study
One important aspect that this research did not address was the veracity of the
students' assertions. For example, the students all stated that service learning improved their
classroom environment. As the researcher/teacher of these students, I would agree with their
assertion, but it would be interesting to have an outsider examine these statements. In
addition, it would be interesting to examine whether the students were able to both use the
skills they claimed to learn through the project outside of the service learning project and
whether these skills were in fact retained longer than skills taught through the general
education curriculum. I believe that this analysis would help to further substantiate my
findings.
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It is important to discuss the implementation of the service learning projects in the
classroom and how differences in implementation may affect the results of a service learning
project. The service learning curriculum implemented was based on guidelines from Scott
(2006), which called for service learning projects to include student choice, be student led,
and have areflection component. Unfortunately, both of the teachers who implemented the
project were novices in working with service learning as part of the curriculum. This
inexperience may have affected the implementation of the project. It would be interesting to
examine the effects of service learning in classrooms with teachers experienced in service
learning compared to those teachers who are novices.
All of the service projects in which the students participated were deemed successful
by the staff and school. The chili feed project raised a considerable amount of money and
was well-received by the teachers. The Toys for Tots drive also raised a large sum of money
and resulted in the students presenting on a local newscast. The delivery service project
allowed the students to help others in their school, and the students received a lot of praise
for participation. This positive experience was fortunate, as not all service learning projects
are this successful. ln fact, based on previous research, many service learning projects have
more difficulties and roadblocks than the projects reviewed in this study. In some ways,
these roadblocks could have been used as additional teaching tools and problem solving
lessons for the students. On the other hand, without roadblocks, the students felt very
successful while doing the projects. I believe that this success could have contributed to the
positive attitudes towards the projects. However, as students with EBD typically have
difficultly dealing with adversity, if the projects had not been as successful, the students may
not have felt as positively about service learning. The guiding teacher could manage this
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effect through well-planned and monitored projects, as well as management of problem-
solving roadblocks.
One aspect of the implantation method used in these seruice learning projects was to
allow the students to chose their own projects. This choice could have been part of the
positive effect that the students developed towards the projects. Most strategies that involve
working with students with EBD recommend that students have choice as much as possible
in their daily activities. Part of the impact of service learning could have been due to the
element of choice in the project. On the otherhand, some of the students in the projects had
advocated for raising money for a different project that was not ultimately selected by the
class. Although their peers voted down these students' preferences, the students still felt the
project was beneficial and never mentioned the fact that it wasn't their choice of the projects.
The projects used in this study were not implemented throughout the whole school
year. Many service learning projects are done throughout a whole school year and used as
the sole basis for the curriculum of a particular class. In this study, the projects were only a
part of the curriculum, and the general curriculum was still used in addition to service
learning. There is little research on using dual curricula, which is a vital area for further
study as the use of two curricula could have a large impact on the effectiveness of service
learning in the classroom.
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Surnmary and Recommendations
ln conclusion, this research shows that service learning is beneficial to students,
particularly students with EBD- If educators value students, teachers should see that the
students clearly felt service learning was an effective and enjoyable way to reach students. ln
fact, there were no findings in this study that was negative towards service learning. From
this research, we can see that service learning is an effective teaching method that can benef,rt
not only the students and the school, but the larger community. The best question now is
how teachers can effectively implement service learning to maximize the benefits clearly
shown in the growing body of research on service learning.
I propose that the following recommendations be considered for implementation:
' School districts should increase interest in and knowledge about service
learning by offering seminars or classes related to service leargring.
. School districts should encourage or even require service learning as part
of the curriculum.
' The larger cofirmunity should support service learning by helping teachers
identify service learning opportunities in the community. This
recommendation could be done by having schools or corrrmunities develop
service learning WebPages that allow cofirmunity members and teachers
to connect.
. Schools should support service learning by providing funds to help with
transportation, start-up costs, and other costs associated with service
learning. Schools should also provide some flexible time to classes that
are participating in service learning.
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. Students with EBD should be given arl opportunity to choose at least some
parts of their curriculum.
r Students should be given more choices and participation in their
education.
This research project has explored the area of service learning and its effect on
students with EBD. As the research in the literature review indicates, service learning has
been found to be effective in working with a variety of age groups and tlpe of students.
Although little research has been done on students with EBD, this research found that the
benefits of service learning are readily apparent in this population of students. The students
with EBD in this study clearly felt that service learning was beneficial both in their personal
enjoyment of the class and also, more importantly, to their long-term learning of valuable
social skills. Due to the benefits the students experienced while participating in service
learning, I feel that schools should do everything possible to encourage teachers to engage in
service learning with their students. Both of the teachers that conducted the service learning
projects in this study were complete novices, both to service learning and one to the EBD
classroom in general, yet they were able to implement a service learning curriculum that was
clearly beneficial to their students.
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Chapter 6: Self-Reflection
This project came to me after taking a new position for the 2007-2008 school year.
The year prior I was teaching in a place where I felt very unsuccessful and, as I did not want
to complete a project related to that experience, I switched my project in the summer of 2007
after meeting with my new co-teacher and discussing possibilities for the new school year.
Both of us had read about service learning and were willing to try it out. Neither of us had
ever implemented service learning or had seen service learning in a classroom before, but
thought the idea was so intriguing that we wanted to give it a try. It was after this meeting
that I began to research service learning in the classroom and developed ideas on how to
implement projects. I did not receive any training and honestly was very nervous about the
whole idea.
At the start of the year, we were anxious to get started on service learning, but it took
a few weeks to connect with the students and establish behavior guidelines with them. In the
end of September, when we began to introduce the idea to the students, it was not an easy
start. The students had to research community organization and charities and decide what
they were going to do to help the organization. Although we did give the students a list of
suggested organizations and came up with fundraising ideas, I remember most of the initial
service learning process involved students arguing about the projects. Picking the project
was the hardest part of the whole process, as some students wanted one thing and some
another; the students had a hard time compromising. My co-teacher and I honestly thought
about not doing the service leaming after seeing the students' reactions to selecting a project.
Although later in the project the students really did get along great with each other, during
the initial part of the project, the students' behavior was actually worse than during the
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general curriculum. ln the end, we did a basic vote and chose the project based on the vote.
Despite the research stating that it works best when students get a choice in their service
learning projects, a part of me feels that it would have been better for the teachers to decide
on the project and then give students smaller choices within it. ln those first few weeks of
service learning, I had serious doubts as to whether it could be effective.
I entered the next phase of the project with major apprehensions, as both of the
classes had large organization, research, ffid implementation steps ahead of them, but my
apprehensions were soon nullified. ln the group that did the chili feed and the Toys for Tots
fundraisers, after one day of chaos, one girl actually took a huge leadership role and divided
the class into "committees," which each had tasks to complete. I gave each committee a
folder to keep their information and their tasks, and the groups worked pretty smoothly after
that. ln fact, this point was when I first started to notice some positive effects of service
learning. After the students finished their daily reflections at the beginning of class, they
begin to just get up, grab their folders, and get to work. Although some committees were
more self-sufficient than others, after a few committees finished instead of goofing around,
the committee members joined those who were still working, The attitude of all the students
tumed from "the project or what I have to do" to "here's what I am going to do." There was
actually a time when the two teachers and the paraprofessional in the room were without
anything to do and the students were working completely independently. For a middle
school EBD classroom, this situation was quite a feat.
Both the chili feed and the Toys for Tots fundraiser were a huge success, culminating
in the students appearing on TV. The chili feed was an opportunity for the students to look
good in front of the school staff and in front of the administration, and they did an excellent
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job. It was after the chili feed and the success that happened there that I was brave enough to
ask the administration to bring the dog into the classroom as a reward. It is interesting that
several of the students mentioned the dog in the interviews, and as I am reflecting, the dog
idea came about from the service learning. The TV appearance also developed from the
service learning. It was actuallyone of the participants, Tyler, who applied to be on the news
broadcast without telling or asking any staff member first. At first I was upset, but this
activity was the first thing all year that he had actually cared about.
When we were on TV, it was a really amazing experience, although it lasted only
about 15 seconds. The school played it on the school station during homeroom the next day,
and the students were so unbelievably excited. They received so much positive attention - so
much, in fact, that many of the students didn't know how to handle it. It was the first time
that teachers were consistently recognizing these students in a positive way. It was really a
high point in my teaching career, and the first time that I really felt like I was an effective
teacher. After my low point at my last school, it was such a high to have so much success
with the Toys for Tots project. For me, I became a believer in service learning. Although it
was so much work, from organizing transportation to getting groceries, preparing food, going
to the news broadcast, and worrying about how it was going to turn out, it really paid off in
the end. As newer teachers who took over a failing program, ffiy co-teacher and I both
believe the service learning proJect changed the perception of our students throughout the
entire school staff. I am definitely doing service learning again next year. Actually, I think if
I don't come up with something as good as or better than this year, the students will be very
upset.
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Although I probably would have done the service learning project had I not been
doing this research project, I do think that interviewing the students was very helpful for me.
While my perspective was that the service learning experience was positive, I wouldn't have
been overly surprised if the students had a negative perspective. Knowing these students, I
knew that they do not express things positively. I was most nervous about interviewing
Tyler, who is one of the most negative people I have ever meant. I believe that before the
interview, I could count on one hand the number of times he has made positive comments.
Thus, I was pleasantly surprised on how purely positive he was about service learning. It
was also good to know that our perceptions about service learning project were similar to the
students' perceptions.
For myself, I will continue using service learning in my classroom. ln fact, I am
spending the summer working on establishing a better service learning curriculum. I know
that there are many things I could have done better in the project and ways that I can improve
my teaching of service learning, but the concept itself is very solid. I am also very grateful to
the administration and teachers for helping us. My administration was nothing but helpful
and encouraging, even when the projects were not going as well as planned. The projects
also forced us to interact with many people in the building with whom we wouldn't have
interacted otherwise. This project, for me, was great for getting to know a new school and
building relationships with staff. I think the best part of the project was that it did help me
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